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Abstract: In the current scenario of Big Data, open source Data 

Mining tools are very popular in business data analytics. The 
paper presents a comprehensive study of three most popular open 
source data mining tools – R, RapidMiner and KNIME. The tools 
are compared by implementing them on two real datasets. 
Performance is evaluated by creating a decision tree of the 
datasets taken. Our objective is to find the best tool for 
classification. The study can help researchers, developers and 
users in selecting a tool for accuracy in their data analysis and 
prediction. Experiments depict that accuracy level of the tool 
changes with the quantity and quality of the dataset. The results 
show that RapidMiner is the best tool followed by KNIME and R. 
 

Keywords : Classification, Data Mining tools, Decision tree, 
KNIME , R, RapidMiner. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the fundamental part of knowledge 
discovery. It is the activity of finding new and useful 
information from the available vast and unorganized data. For 
extracting the possible information in an efficient way the 
data should be prepared [1]. After preparation, different 
models are built and standard statistical procedures are 
followed for analysis. Now-a-days, a number of big data 
mining tools and software are available for mining knowledge 
from Big Data.  

Open source data mining software tools are available for 
Big Data Analytics. Recently in 2017, KD Nugget Software 
poll, R and RapidMiner were among the top 5 used data 
mining tools list [2]. The poll shows that more than 45% users 
use R language consistently from 2015- 2017. More than 30% 
users use Rapid Miner as a Big Data Analytical tool. KNIME 
was used by approximately 20% users. Fig. 1 shows the poll 
results. 
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Fig. 1 KDnuggets Analytics/Data Science 2017 Software 
Poll 

This paper focuses on the three tools – R, Rapid Miner, 
KNIME in terms of data classification. Most important data 
classification method- decision tree is used as a technique for 
comparison of the tools. The main idea behind selecting the 
tools is their popularity among Big Data users and their 
implementation in general data mining tasks.  

 The paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes 
the related work done in the area. Methodology of the 
experiments conducted is explained Section III. Section IV 
presents the experimental results along with the experimental 
setup. Section V presents the Result Evaluation. Conclusion is 

presented in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The Nurdatillah Hasim et.al [3] had studied various open 
source data mining tools for forecasting. Important features 
and functionalities of Weka, RapidMiner, KEEL, Orange and 
Tanagra were presented in the paper. It was concluded that 
Weka and RapidMiner were most flexible and functional 
tools. 
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 Magdalena Graczyk et.al [4] had compared various  
machine learning algorithms for building models and 

implemented them in KEEL, RapidMiner and Weka. Some 
common methods like decision trees, neural network and 
support vector machine were exercised on real datasets. 
Differences were found between different models after using 
various performance measures. Evaluation of the 
performance of four open source data mining tools- KNIME, 
RapidMiner, Weka and Orange was done by Luís C. Borges 
et.al [5]. The main aim was to find the best tool for 
classification. The characteristics, platform used, advantages 
and disadvantages of the most important open source data 
mining tools - KNIME, R, RapidMiner were presented by 
Hemlata et.al [6]. Analysis had shown that R is the best tool 
among the three tools. 

Angela Lausch et.al [7] presented an outline of the data 
mining techniques and tools. Analysis was done by example 
implementation and concluded that Rapidminer and KNIME 
tools were best suited for the analysts who do not have much 
experience in programming. Linked Open Data (LOD) 
approach was presented as a new possibility for data mining 
analysis. The characteristics of frequently used free software 
tools were described by Alan Jovic et.al [8]. Analysis was 

done by implementing various algorithms in different data 
mining areas. According to analysis, RapidMiner, R, Weka, 
and KNIME were the best data mining and analytical tools. 

Ahmad Al-Khoder et.al [9] evaluated four open source data 
mining tools – R, RapidMiner, Weka and KNIME for 
choosing the tool in research and analytics. The performance 
was evaluated by using three classification algorithms – Naive 
Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT) and K- nearest Neighbour 
(KNN). It was concluded that R is the best tool in terms of 
visualisation and formats of input and output. Weka was best 
in terms of accuracy and performance. Neha Chauhan et.al 
[10] had presented the pros and cons and comparison of 
various data mining tools – RapidMiner, KNIME and Weka. 
The comparison was done on the basis of different parameters 
of the tools. The study concluded that RapidMiner is best in 
all respects. 

A recommendation system and automated estimation 
process to plan software development using R- scripts had 
been proposed by Jaideep Jagadeeshwar et.al [11]. The 
R-scripts can be reused for future prediction. Hilda Kosorus 
et.al [12] presented a comparison of data mining tools – R, 
Weka and RapidMiner by using them for time series analysis 
for sensor data in health field. 

 
Table- I: Comparison of the tools used in the study 

Tools R RapidMiner KNIME 

Logo 

 

  

Features 

 Statistical package for 
statistical computing. 

 Freeware substitution for 
SPSS. 

 Suitable for analysis, 
graphical and software 
development activities. 

 Provides machine 
learning environment 

 Compatible with SPSS, 
Excel, MySQL and other 
database softwares. 

 Specially used for 
predictive analysis and 
statistical computing. 

 Data flow or pipeline is 
visually createdfor 
users. 

 Cross validation 
functionality 

 Specifically used for 
Business Intelligence 
and Analytics 

Advantages 

 Vast statistical library. 

 Data can be imported and 
exported from Excel 
spreadsheet. 

 Better numerical 
programming. 

 Many procedures for 
attribute selection are 
offered. 

 Cross validation and 
independent validation 
are used for evaluating 
various models. 

 Very flexible. 

 Easy to use. 

 New nodes are created 
by dragging and 
dropping. 

 Provides interface for 
visualisation and 
analysis. 

Disadvantages 

 Suitable for persons with 
basic knowledge of 
programming. 

 Does not have much control 
over the details. 

 Less specialised with data 
mining. 

 Limited partitioning 
capability. 

 Suitable for people who 
can work on database 
file 

 Not fit for complex 
workflows. 

 Dataset partitioning is 
limited. 

 Error calculation 
ability is limited. 

III. METHODOLOGY USED IN THE STUDY 

The present study follows three steps:  

a)  Dataset selection. 
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b)  To select the Open Source Data Mining tools 
c)  To select the evaluation technique 

The study is done by the combination of the datasets, 
techniques of evaluation and algorithms. The tools are 
compared with the help of accuracy metric. 

A. Data Sets 

The datasets were downloaded from online UCI Machine 
Learning Repository [13] for the purpose of performance 
analysis of three most famous open source data mining tools: 
R, KNIME and RapidMiner. Table II shows the details of the 
datasets: name, variable data type, number of instances, 
number of attributes and number of class attribute values. 

Table- II: Dataset Details 

Dataset 
Name 

Variable 
Data 
Type 

# 
Instances 

# 
Attributes 

# Class 
Values 

Iris Real 150 4 3 

Census 
Integer, 

Polynomi
al 

31978 13 2 

 

B. Tools for Analysis 

Three most popular data mining tools have been selected- 
R, KNIME and RapidMiner for the analysis. These tools are 
selected for analysis because these are the most popular tools 
among users and are frequently used for analysis of Big Data. 
User friendliness is also taken into consideration while 
selecting them. 

C. Evaluation Technique 

Data classification is selected as the technique of evaluation 
of various selected tools using the selected datasets. The 
process of data classification is: 

i. The training step 
ii. The testing step 

In the training step, a new model is created with the help of 
existing or actual value of class variable. In testing step, the 
model is tested to predict the value of class after which the 
predicted values are compared with the actual values. 

D. Classification Technique 

Mostly classification is done by supervised learning. In the 
study decision tree algorithm is used in all the three open 

source data mining tools by using both the datsets. 

E. Performance Evaluation 

The decision tree is evaluated by accuracy metric. 
Accuracy metric is constructed by comparing the predicted 
with the actual. The number of instances correctly classified is 
divided by the total instances for calculation of accuracy 
metric. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section the experimental setup of the tests conducted 
and its results are explained. Various tools(R, KNIME, 
RapidMiner) are evaluated by constructing decision trees 
using the datasets given in Table II. 

A. Experimental Setup 

The experiments are conducted on a computer running 
Windows 2007 with an Intel Core i3 M350 processor and 4 
GB of main memory. For conducting experiments three open 
source softwares were installed on the machine:- 

 R version 3.4.0 (2017-04-21) Copyright (C) 2017 The R 
Foundation for Statistical Computing.  Platform: 
x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit). It can be freely 
downloaded from [14]. 

 RapidMiner Studio Free 7.5.001 Version 7.5 Copyright 
(C) 2001-2017 RapidMiner GmbH. It can be freely 
downloaded from [15]. 

 KNIME Analytics Platform version 3.1.0 Copyright (C) 
KNIME GmbH, Konstanz, Germany. It can be freely 
downloaded from [16]. 

In the tests random sampling with partition mode is used. 
While conducting the tests, the algorithm is used with its 
default parameter values except when it is possible to ignore 
the missing values present in the datasets. 

B. R Results 

Iris dataset is already available in the R software but 
Census dataset is imported in R. Both are shown in fig 2 and 
fig 3. Iris dataset describes the characteristics of flowers. The 
parameters taken are sepal length, sepal width, petal length 
and petal width. On the basis of these parameters species of 
flowers are predicted i.e. setosa, virginica and versicolor. 
Census dataset is about the personal details of people like age, 
education, marital status etc. for predicting the salary of 
people. 
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Fig. 2 Iris Dataset(in R) 

 

 
Fig. 3 Census dataset (in R) 

 

A new model is created by taking training datasets of 105 
instances from Iris and 19186 instances from Census. The 
models are created by installing C50 package and using its 

C5.0 Rfunction (implementation of C5.0 algorithm of creating 
decision tree in R). Fig 4 and Fig 5 show the creation of 
decision trees for both the datasets. 
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Fig. 4 Decision Tree of training dataset of Iris (in R) 

 

Fig. 5 Decision Tree of training dataset of Census (in R)
Results show that the error in Iris dataset is very small i.e. 1% 
but in Census it is considerable i.e. 12.5%.  The size of the 
decision tree of Iris dataset is three i.e. the level of the tree 
comes out to be three whereas the size of tree of census  
 
 
 

dataset is 47. The tree here is complex as the levels of the tree 
is very high which is very difficult to analyse. 
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Fig. 6 Confusion matrix of Iris (in R) 

 
Fig. 7 Confusion matrix of Census (in R) 

 
Confusion matrix (Fig 6) of Iris depicts that only 5 instances 

out of 45(test data) are misclassified. There are five instances 
whose actual species is virginica but is predicted as 
versicolor. Confusion matrix (Fig 7) of Census depicts that 
1707 instances out of 12791(test cases) are misclassified. 
There are 1171 instances whose actual salary is >50K but 
predicted to be <=50K and 536 instances whose actual salary 
is <=50K and predicted to be >50K. So the accuracy metric in 
Iris comes out to be 89% and in Census it comes out to be 
86.7%. Fig 8 and fig 9 shows the decision trees of both the 
datasets graphically. Iris dataset is depicted with only three 
leaf nodes and two inner nodes, whereas, Census dataset is 
depicted with five leaf nodes and four inner nodes. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Decision Tree of Iris (in R) 

 

 
Fig. 9 Decision Tree of Census (in R) 

C. RapidMiner Results 

Iris dataset is already available in the sample data folder of 
RapidMiner and Census dataset is added in local repository 
by following steps to add data in local repository. Two 
operators- read csv file and split validation are added on the 
process area and the required input-output lines are 
connected. In split validation operator split ratio is set to be 
0.9 and sampling type is chosen as stratified sampling. Fig. 10 
shows the process of Iris and fig 11 shows the process of 
Census. 
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Fig. 10 Iris dataset Process (in RapidMiner) 

 

 
Fig. 11 Census Dataset Process (in RapidMiner) 

Split Validation operator splits the datasets in two parts- 
training data and test data in 90:10 ratio. In train data 
classification operator decision tree is added and in test data 
Apply Model operator is added. For evaluating the 
performance of the model Performance operator is also added 
in test data. It creates the confusion matrix of the model. By 
running the process, a decision tree and confusion matrix is 
created which are shown in fig 12, fig13, fig 14 and fig 15. Iris 
dataset has five leaf nodes and four inner nodes. Census 
dataset has fifteen leaf nodes and fourteen inner nodes which, 
in number, is much large than R. 

 
Fig. 12 Iris Decision Tree (in RapidMiner) 
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Fig. 13 Census Decision Tree (in RapidMiner) 

 

Fig. 14 Iris Confusion Matrix (in RapidMiner) 

 
Fig. 15 Census Confusion Matrix (in RapidMiner) 

 
Results show that accuracy of Iris dataset is 100% but 

accuracy percentage of Census dataset is 82.6% which means 
that as the dataset increases the accuracy level decreases. 

D. KNIME Results 

Iris dataset is already available in the sample data folder of 
KNIME and Census dataset is imported through read .csv file 
operator. The data tables in both Iris and Census datasets are 
presented in fig. 16 and 17. 
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Fig. 16 Iris Dataset (in KNIME) 

 
Fig. 17 Census Dataset (in KNIME) 

Different operators were used like Color manager, 
Partitioning, Decision Tree Learner, Decision Tree Predictor, 
Scatter Plot and Scorer for analysis of the data. Partitioning 
operator splits the data in 90-10 ratio. 90% data is used as 
training dataset in decision tree learner operator and 
remaining 10% data is used as test data by decision tree 
predictor. The processes of both datasets are displayed in fig 
18 and 19. 

 

 
Fig. 18 Iris Dataset Process (in KNIME) 
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Fig. 19 Census Dataset Process (in KNIME) 

 

Decision Tree learner creates a decision tree of 90% data 
and is displayed in fig 20 and fig 21. The tree of Iris dataset is 
much smaller than the tree of Census dataset because the 
instances of Iris are less as compared to Census. 

 
Fig. 20 Iris Dataset Decision Tree (in KNIME) 

 
Fig. 21 Census Dataset Decision Tree (in KNIME) 

 
Confusion Matrix is generated with the Scorer operator in 

KNIME. Confusion matrix of Iris dataset (Fig 22) shows that 
the accuracy level is 93.33% and Cohen’s kappa value is 

0.9.Four instances are misclassified i.e. four instances which 
are actually of virginica species and are predicted as 
versicolor species. Whereas confusion matrix of Census 
dataset (Fig 23) shows the accuracy level as 85.116% and 
Cohen’s Kappa value is 0.55. Again as the dataset increases 

accuracy level decreases.  
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There are 335 instances whose salary was >50K are 
predicted to be the instances whose salary is <=50K and 141 
instances whose actual salary is <=50K but is predicted to 
>50K. 

 
Fig. 22 Iris Confusion Matrix (in KNIME) 

 
Fig. 23 Census Confusion Matrix (in KNIME) 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT EVALUATION 

The analysis of the results can be performed by the datasets 
and the tools used. The results are calculated by simple 
arithmetic calculations. By considering the datasets shown in 
Table I, no clear relation could be drawn on the basis of type 
of variables, number of instances, number of values for the 
class attribute. 

Table- III: Accuracy by Dataset 

Dataset Average Accuracy level 

Iris 94.1% 

Census 84.34% 

Table III shows the accuracy level of Iris dataset is much 
higher than the Census dataset. Iris dataset has only 150 
objects of 5 variables and Census dataset has 31978 objects of 
13 variables. So it can be concluded that as the dataset 
increases accuracy level decreases. 

 
 
 

Table- IV: Accuracy by Tool 

Tool Average Accuracy level 

R 87.85% 

RapidMiner 90.6% 

KNIME 89.223% 

On the basis of building decision trees, best accuracy is 
obtained by RapidMiner software as depicted in Table IV. 
Although all the three tools performed equally good but R 
shows the least accuracy level. 

Table- V: Confusion Matrix of Iris Dataset 

Tool 
Instances 
Correctly 
Classified 

Instances 
Wrong 

Classified 
Error % 

R 40 5 11.11% 

RapidMiner 15 0 0% 

KNIME 56 4 6.667% 

Table- VI: Confusion Matrix of Census Dataset 

Tool 
Instances 
Correctly 
Classified 

Instances 
Wrong 

Classified 
Error % 

R 11085 1707 13.34% 

RapidMiner 812 188 18.8% 

KNIME 2722 476 14.884% 

Table V shows the confusion matrix of Iris dataset. It is 
concluded that RapidMiner tool is the best as it has 0% error. 
But according to Census dataset in table VI RapidMiner has 
performed least with highest error% i.e. 18.8% among the 
three tools. So, it is concluded that a no single tool is best for 
all datasets and in all situations. Hence, performance and 
accuracy changes with the quantity and quality of the dataset. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Data Mining is the most important field of study and 
application in this vast and ever growing data world. The era 
of Big Data has a number of Open Source Big Data Mining 
Tools to analyse and predict the exploding data. In the paper, 
three most frequently used tools have been studied and 
compared so that future analysts can take help in selecting the 
tool to use in their analysis. For experiments two real dataset 
are taken and supervised learning method is selected. A 
decision tree is created for the datasets and the tools are 
analysed on the basis of accuracy and confusion matrix. The 
study depicts that Rapid Miner is best tool for a small 
database and R is best for a large database. But in terms of 
accuracy Rapid Miner excels among the tools. So, it is 
concluded that RapidMiner is better than others. Many other 
test substitutes have been left out for future work- test 
different algorithms using different parameters, test other 
tools, test more datasets, test other classification technique 
like K- nearest neighbour, regression, genetic algorithms etc. 
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